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ABSTRACT
Decision makers in all kinds of organizations, and in particular those concerned with homeland security,
need to be able to easily flag trends so that they can respond, for example with a reallocation of
resources or a review of policies and procedures. This paper introduces a simple-to-use tool called the
TrendFlagger that allows a decision maker to get evidence that a trend may be appearing without
requiring statistical sophistication. The TrendFlagger will be illustrated using a source of data that
organizations might use to study shipping trends and vessel behavior, the Automatic Identification
System (AIS) now required by international agreement on all ships of 300 gross tons or more and all
passenger ships.
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INTRODUCTION
Decision makers in all kinds of organizations, and in particular those concerned with homeland security,
need to be able to easily flag trends so that they can respond to changes, by rethinking policies or
procedures or reallocating resources. As a case in point, the US Coast Guard (USCG) may seek to
reallocate resources to specific missions such as search and rescue (SAR), environmental protection, or
migrant interdiction/law enforcement, based on increases in specific kinds of shipping or changing
vessel behavior patterns. For example, increased shipping in the Arctic due to changing ice conditions
will allow more eco-tourism and cruise ships, requiring preparation for more SAR events. Increased
petrochemical shipping in the Houston Ship Channel increases the risk of an oil spill. Increasing
frequency of vessels anchoring for unusually long (or short) periods of time at the same offshore
location might suggest illegal activities such as smuggling of narcotics or weapons. Relevant data arrive
monthly, weekly, daily, or even more frequently, and usually contain some random fluctuation, which
should not drive reallocation decisions. This paper introduces a simple-to-use tool called the
TrendFlagger that allows a decision maker to get evidence that a trend is appearing without requiring
statistical sophistication. The TrendFlagger will be illustrated using a source of data that the USCG uses
to study shipping trends and vessel behavior, the Automatic Identification System (AIS). AIS
automatically transmits data identifying the ship, its location and course, its destination port and
estimated time of arrival, etc., for over 1,000,000 ships worldwide. AIS data can be used to flag early

warning of changed shipping patterns or vessel behavior. In this paper, the TrendFlagger will be applied
to AIS data using the Houston Ship Channel example as a case in point. Illustrative trends will be
described, issues with unreliable AIS data mentioned, and other potential conclusions using
TrendFlagger pointed out.
AIS DATA
Since the year 2000, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has required, via the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea [6], that all ships of 300 gross tons or more, and all passenger
ships install an identification and location device on board that consistently and automatically transmits
dynamic data (location, course, speed, etc.) and voyage-related information (destination, estimated time
of arrival, etc.) to Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) stations as well as to other ships. Vessel identifiers such
as vessel name and VHF call sign are programmed in the device and are also included in the transmittal.
The global AIS system receives updates for each ship as frequently as every two seconds while in
motion and every three minutes while at anchor. AIS tracks ships automatically by electronically linking
data with other ships, AIS base stations, and satellites. This system enables ships to share positional data
with other ships, and while its primary initial function was for traffic management, collision avoidance,
and other safety applications, it has extensive other uses in national security. Overall, AIS offers
awareness about vessels operating within the maritime transportation system [5][8].
The data is massive. For example, US coast and waterway related information accounts for 32 GB of
AIS data each day. Some AIS data are available for download at https://marinecadastre.gov/ais/.
Users of AIS data should be aware of the fact that the data can have a variety of errors due to
transmission problems, cyber attacks, or users forgetting to turn on the AIS transponder. Accuracy is an
issue with some AIS data having 50% errors [10]. Since AIS data are compiled from participating
vessels, AIS data can be intentionally inaccurate. An attacker could exploit weaknesses in AIS and
intentionally falsify a vessel's identity or type, or its position, heading, and speed or make it invisible to
authorities [2][3][4][5].
THE TRENDFLAGGER
A tool called the TrendFlagger© was developed by one of the authors of this paper (Paul Kantor), with
the goal of developing a systematic way to get an indication of a trend and distinguishing it from a
random fluctuation.1 In trend flagging, the decision maker must choose how long to wait to decide
whether a trend has appeared and how strong an increase or decrease merits attention. How long to wait
involves setting a “window” of number of reports that would indicate a trend. In the case of strength of
increase or decrease that is considered significant, the decision maker must choose two thresholds, one
for “uptrend” and one for “downtrend.” The two thresholds can be different, though in all of the
examples in this paper they are the same. The three parameters can then be “tuned” by the decision
maker.
The TrendFlagger software “watches” the data, using a moving window of the chosen size. It processes
the data to find the (linear) rate of increase or decrease in that window. If the last point added confirms
that the rate is above a target level (below a target level), then the latest number is flagged red (yellow)
and an uptrend (downtrend) is indicated.
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In this way, the TrendFlagger lets the decision maker know whether the data are showing an up- or
down-trend, at the level he or she has decided merits review of policies, resource allocations or
procedures, and in an easy visualization. It provides the decision maker with data to back up a proposal,
or to suggest that more sophisticated statistical analysis be performed.
To be precise, the choice of target level for uptrend or downtrend involves determining change per unit,
or the slope of a line heading upward or downward that serves as minimum (maximum) for designating
an upward (downward) trend. In practice, the user would be prompted to determine how big an increase
per unit time would constitute an upward trend of concern, and similarly for decrease per unit time.
The TrendFlagger has a lot in common with the moving averages that are widely used to identify trends
in stock prices, commodity prices, etc. A simple moving average chooses a window – a number of time
periods – and reports the average value (average price) over that window. The average is “moving” in
the sense that within each time period the oldest value is dropped and the newest one added. Moving
averages are used to identify uptrends or downtrends. They can be used over the long term, the medium
term or the short term, and there are things to be learned from all three or the combination of the three.
Moving averages will be more sensitive to changes if they use smaller windows and less sensitive if they
use larger windows [7]. The same is true for the TrendFlagger. Moreover, “There is no ‘right’ timeframe
to use when setting up your moving average. The best way to figure out which one works best for you is
to experiment with a number of different time periods until you find one that fits your strategy” [7]. We
recommend doing this for the TrendFlagger as well, and indeed we have done a great many experiments
with both the window size and the choice of upper and lower thresholds in applying the TrendFlagger.
The conclusions reached are dependent upon choice of these parameters and in fact the same data can
show dramatically different trend patterns with two different sets of parameters. This calls attention to
the importance of real world experience in setting the window and the limits. “As with most technical
analysis tools, moving averages should not be used on their own, but in conjunction with other
complementary tools” [9]. This is again what we would recommend for the TrendFlagger.
It should be understood that the TrendFlagger is really only a decision support tool, and depends heavily
on human intervention, and in particular experimentation with different parameters to see what kinds of
interesting observations result. The choice of parameters will depend on familiarity with the application
area and so on the expertise of the user in the subject matter to which this tool is applied. We show how
this could be done when we give our first example.
The principles described here have been built into an Excel spreadsheet, using the conditional formatting
power of the software, and a number of advanced built-in functions that support the statistical analyses
that underlie the tool. Specifically, if the window size is n, the tool uses linear regression to find a
straight line fit using the last n-1 data points and the newest one. It then compares the slope of this line
to the thresholds. If the slope is higher than the upper threshold, the nth data point is colored red, and
similarly if it is less than the negative of the lower threshold, the nth data point is colored yellow. For
instance, in the trivial case where the window size is 2, and the (n-1)st and nth points are 7 and 11, slope
is 4 and if the upper threshold is less than 4, the nth data point would be colored red. Points not colored
red or yellow are colored white, except in the first n-1 rows of the spreadsheet, where there are not
enough data points to draw a conclusion, and the color pink is used. These datapoints shaded pink are,
however, important because they are used in the first few trend decisions.
AIS data covers different UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) zones, with 19 zones covering the
United States. Figure 1 shows data arising from Zone 15, which includes the Houston Ship Channel. The
column labeled Total shows the total number of vessels arriving in Zone 15 in a given month. The
second column gives the proportion of vessels heading into Zone 15 in a given month that are headed to
the Port of Houston. The first row gives the threshold for an Uptrend decision – it can of course be
different for each column. Row 2 gives the threshold for the Downtrend and row 3 the window size. The
user may change the number of time periods used to estimate change in the window cell in each column,

and also the uptrend and downtrend thresholds. It is recommended that different combinations of these
parameter values be experimented with in order to develop some experience with useful values.
Since the averaging window shown in the Total column has size 5, the first four rows of this column are
colored pink and there is no trend indicated. (How we determined the Upper and Lower Thresholds is
discussed below.) Consider the last five entries in this column. Linear regression yields a straight line
with slope -116.4. Since 116.4 is larger than the DownTrend threshold 42.81, the downward slope
indicates a downtrend and the entry for December 2014 is colored yellow. This may seem counterintuitive if one just looks at the numbers, since the December 2014 entry of 1930 is higher than the
previous four entries, but the reader should recall that it is the slope of the regression line that indicates a
trend, not a particular number. The individual data point contributes to the slope, but does not itself
indicate a trend. If the December 2014 entry were 2200, the slope of the regression line would be -62.4,
and this would still indicate a downtrend. However, 2300 leads to a slope of -42.4, indicating no trend. If
the December 2014 entry were 2700, the slope would be 37.6, and this is not yet high enough to indicate
an upward trend. However, 2750 does, since it gives rise to a slope of 47.6.
Figures 1 and 2: TrendFlagger Showing Vessel Arrivals in Zone 15

Figure 1. TrendFlagger displaying total number
of vessels arriving in Zone 15 per month and the
proportion of those vessels arriving in the Port of
Houston in that month, under window size 5.

Figure 2. TrendFlagger showing total number
of vessels arriving in Zone 15 per month
under different choices of upper and lower
thresholds and window size 3.

In this and other examples in this paper, we use thresholds and window sizes chosen to demonstrate the
method and to fit the available data that could be presented in a reasonable-size table. How might we
actually choose these parameters using knowledge of the application? Note that we have some leeway in
how much we think our budget for oil spill response can handle. Suppose we figure we can handle up to
a 10% increase in tanker traffic before we feel that we need to put more resources into oil spill response.
Thus, we would use a 10% uptrend threshold. Similarly, because of pressures on our budget for other
purposes such as counter-narcotics, we figure once we have a 15% decrease in traffic, we can reduce the
oil spill response budget. Thus, we would use a 15% downtrend threshold. We should also not make
such decisions based on small windows of time. In fact, there are annual fluctuations that can just be due
to noise or weather or economic conditions. Thus, our window might be three years. The data we
presented in this first example and in subsequent examples was by month, but we might want to divide
the year into two halves, sum the traffic in each half, and then use a window of size 6, which would give
us three years (e.g. looking at November-April as one half of a year and May-October as the other half).
In this way, we would tie the choice of parameter values to some knowledge of or constraints on these
values based on our experience and knowledge.
The first Total column of Figure 2 shows the same data of total Zone 15 vessel arrivals, the upper and
lower thresholds are unchanged from those in Figure 1, but now the window size is changed to 3. With
this change, the December 2014 entry of 1930 shown in the first Total column becomes red instead of
yellow. That is because the straight line determined by the last three datapoints in the Total column has
slope 55, which is larger than the upper threshold of 42.81. In the second Total column, we have
changed the UpTrend/DownTrend thresholds. Now, the December 2014 entry of 1930 is white. This
illustrates the sensitivity of conclusions to the three key parameters. As noted above, there is no hard and
fast rule as to what values to choose for these parameters. Clearly the upper and lower thresholds should
be chosen depending on the user’s goals and experience. However, one rule of thumb we have found
useful, all other things being equal, is to relate these numbers to the standard deviation s of column
entries. Which column entries are used depends on how the TrendFlagger is used. If it is used to spot
trends as data comes in, perhaps the standard deviation of the first n datapoints should be used. If all the
data is in and then trends are identified, one could use the standard deviation of all datapoints. Because
we study blocks of n data entries, it may also make sense to consider the standard deviation resulting
from such a block, so to consider 𝑠/√𝑛. Another thing that is occasionally useful is to multiply this
number by a parameter α to obtain the upper and lower thresholds. So, to summarize this heuristic, one
takes the upper and lower thresholds to be 𝛼𝑠/√𝑛. Note that in both columns of Figure 1, this heuristic
is used to calculate the thresholds with α taken to be 0.3 and all 24 datapoints used for the standard
deviation. In the first column of Figure 2, we copy the thresholds from the first column of Figure 1 and
so do not use this heuristic, whereas in the second column we do use the heuristic with α = 0.3 and s
calculated from all 24 datapoints. The user of TrendFlagger is encouraged to vary α as well as the
window size in order to find interesting suggestions of trends, or of course to choose thresholds to match
their experience or needs.
AIS DATA FOR THE HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL: WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THE
TRENDFLAGGER?
To see what we might learn from the TrendFlagger, we gathered data for Zone 15 and for three ports in
the Houston Ship Channel, Houston, Galveston, and Texas City. Figure 3 gives a portion of this data.
The columns give total arrivals in each month during the years 2013 and 2014 at those ports. They also

specialize for specific types of vessels. Vessels listed in AIS are categorized by 2-digit codes, where the
first digit gives the type of vessel and the second gives information about the cargo. An 8 in the first
digit indicates a tanker, the type of vessel of interest in studying petrochemical movements. However,
tankers can carry all kinds of liquids, including for example orange juice. The codes 80 to 89 indicate
different types of tanker. Of particular interest are code 81 vessels, which carry hazardous cargo. Some
of the data give total ship arrivals in a given month for ships of a given type.
It is not sufficient to simply download AIS data. It needs to be adjusted for purposes of analysis. For
instance, AIS data gives a vessel’s arrival port, but there is duplication since a given vessel will appear
on multiple days with the same arrival port, so the AIS data needs to be modified to eliminate
duplication if we are interested in how many vessels head to a given port in a given month. There are
anomalies in the data. For example, there was a vessel of type 81 heading to Houston every day one
month until it ended up in Texas City. Was this an error in the data? A reflection of a change of itinerary
due to an emergency? There is no way to tell, so we counted it as an anomaly. Luckily, anomalies are
rare.
In what follows, we discuss some of the observations we made using the TrendFlagger, It is important to
emphasize that the conclusions are not definitive. Rather, they suggest things that should be investigated
to get better understanding of seeming trends, possible anomalies, etc. The conclusions from the
TrendFlagger should always be confirmed (or not) using other tools and approaches.
Returning to Figure 1 above, we see how the TrendFlagger can call attention to opposing trends in two
sets of data positioned in adjacent columns of the spreadsheet. For both datasets, we have selected a
window size of 5 to detect trends and we selected the size of the upper and lower thresholds to detect
trends by using our heuristic with α = 0.3. Looking at the column labeled “Total,” we see that the trend
for the months of 2013 after the first four was either red (increasing) or white (not enough deviation
from zero slope to indicate a trend). However, this trend reverses briefly in February 2014 and then
toward the latter half of 2014, where the total number of ships entering Zone 15 shows a fairly steady
downward trend (yellow).
Now consider the column of Figure 1 showing the proportion of the total Zone 15 shipping that had the
Port of Houston as the destination. During 2013, in months when the overall total was showing an
upward trend, the proportion going into Houston was showing no trend. On the other hand, in the latter
half of 2014, while the Zone 15 shipping showed a steady downward trend, the proportion going to
Houston showed a steady upward trend. The TrendFlagger calls attention to these patterns by the
contrasting colors in the last six months of 2014.
Figure 3 also leads to some interesting observations that need further investigation. For example, using
the first three columns, we see that the total hazardous tanker traffic can have an opposite trend from the
total traffic (see October and November 2013 and March and May 2014), while total tanker traffic never
has an opposite trend from total traffic. However, there are no such opposite trends in hazardous traffic
and total traffic heading to Houston.
Learning from Anomalies
Looking for situations where two columns might be expected to have similar trend patterns can be
useful. Anomalies can then lead to interesting and useful questions. Consider Figure 4, which shows
total ship arrivals in the Port of Texas City in the years 2013 and 2014 in different columns. November
2013 shows an upward trend, but November 2014 shows a downward trend. A similar anomaly in the
same months appears if we just consider all tankers (all vessels labeled 80 to 89) coming to Texas City
in these two years and use a smaller window size – see Figure 5. The anomaly led us to observe that the
November 2014 data values in all columns of Figure 3 are dramatically lower than those in other
months.

The small values for data entries in November 2014 in Zone 15 led us to examine the magnitude of the
overall AIS data sets available for downloading for different zones, and we found a similar low
magnitude in many of the zones. Upon further research, we found that there was an AIS tracking system
update in November 2014, and this probably makes the November 2014 data suspect. As noted in the
section on AIS data, that data does have errors, and here the TrendFlagger has led us to identify a
possible error in data. Once we discovered this issue, we decided to omit November and December 2014
data in our further analyses.
Figure 3: Partial Set of Data for Zone 15
Total Arrivals in Zone 15 and in Houston by Month and by Type of Vessel

Looking for Explanations
When TrendFlagger highlights an upward or downward trend, we want to look further. One thing to do
is to perform other statistical tests on the data to confirm the suggestion from the informal TrendFlagger
tool. One can look for example for one or multiple time series exhibiting trends [1]. Trend flagging will
require development of new statistical methods to provide early warning of changed shipping patterns.
The statistical methods needed include variants of sequential change detection methods and streaming
algorithms suited to the particular spatio-temporal characteristics of shipping patterns.

Another approach is to look for explanations. Consider for example the data in Figure 6, which shows
with a particular choice of up and down thresholds and window size that there was an uptrend in Zone
15 total in April 2014 and a downtrend in June 2014. In fact, in late March 2014, there was an oil spill in
the region, so it is likely that some vessels might have been delayed in arriving, leading to an uptrend in
April that didn’t correspond to a seasonal uptrend. Similarly, in May 2014, there was significant
flooding in the region, which likely impacted vessel traffic into June. The TrendFlagger has led us to
understand the data.
Figure 4: TrendFlagger for Texas City Vessel Arrivals, Comparing 2013 and 2014

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The format presented here produces a good deal of information for users to utilize their expertise and
judgment to investigate. There are, however, a few extensions that might make the TrendFlagger tool
even more valuable:
1. We may want to consider the comparison of current data with a most appropriate point in the past.
For example, high level decision makers may see only annual summary data. Because of that,
together with annual variability related to market demand and weather factors, it might be valuable to
flag meaningful changes from exactly a year earlier.
2. Allow for monthly variation in traffic patterns. For this, the current data would be automatically
compared with data for the same month in an earlier year, in spotting trends up or down.
3. As with simple moving averages, the TrendFlagger weighs all data points equally. However, some
argue that more recent data should have greater influence on conclusions, and that gives rise to
weighted moving averages. A popular idea is the exponential moving average [7]. A similar
modification in the TrendFlagger might be of interest to some users.
4. So far, our recommendation is that the choice of parameters in TrendFlagger should be primarily
dependent on experience and goals of the user. There is need, however, to develop both theory and
heuristics for parameter choice. The heuristic for choice of threshold discussed in the section called
The TrendFlagger is a case in point.
5. As noted in the subsection called Looking for Explanations, trend flagging in general will require
development of new statistical methods including variants of sequential change detection methods
and streaming algorithms suited to particular spatio-temporal characteristics relevant to the
application area in question.

Figures 5 and 6: Investigating Trends

Figure 5. TrendFlagger for all tankers arriving in
Texas City comparing 2013 and 2014.

Figure 6. Trends to investigate in April and
June 2014.
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